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Legal Aid 

  

Analysis from the BBC’s shared data unit which shows that up to a million people live in 

areas with no legal aid provision for housing, with a further 15 million in areas with one 

provider.  

  

The Yorkshire Post reports that Doncaster is one of five areas in England and Wales with no 

legal aid available for housing advice. 

  

Andrew Walker QC said: “With the withdrawal of legal aid from many areas of practice, 

and its restricted availability in others, we are experiencing a hollowing out and de-skilling 

in all parts of the legal profession in all of these areas. Without paying work in these areas, 

barristers are moving into other areas of practice, and new entrants are not being recruited 

into these areas.” 

  

Sentencing 

  

The Times reports on calls from Sir Brian Leveson, president of the Queen’s Bench Division, 

for a new sentencing code. 

  

Delivering the Bar Council’s 16 annual Law Reform Lecture he said: “I am sorry to say that 

the current state of sentencing law means that frequently the right result is not reached until 

even the third time.” 

  

He cited an analysis from 2012 which found that 36 per cent of cases in the Court of Appeal 

criminal division involved an unlawful sentence “which the judge simply had no power at 

law to pass”.  

  

“The proposed code will save money and time and create greater certainty in relation to the 

options available to sentencers in this ever increasingly complex world.” 

  

“The current rates of error and delay consequent on that complexity in this crucial area 

simply cannot be allowed to continue.” 

  

Women in Law 

https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/4w3uB5XL0i1?domain=bbc.co.uk
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/d15tBWdEVFd?domain=thetimes.co.uk


  

The Times reports that when Anna Bradley takes over as chairwoman of the Solicitors 

Regulation Authority in the new year, she will join a near clean sweep of women leaders of 

the legal profession’s regulatory and representative bodies. 

  

In an article on women in leadership in the legal profession, Grania-Langdon-Down writes: 

  

“The Bar Council has had three female leaders, with Amanda Pinto, QC, from 33 Chancery 

Lane chambers in London next up in 2020. The council is launching a “next 100 years” 

campaign next year to mark the centenary of the Sex Disqualification (Removal) Act. 

  

Four Bars meeting 

  

Journal Online - The latest meeting of the referral Bars of Scotland, England & Wales, 

Ireland and Northern Ireland took place at the Advocates Library in Edinburgh  on Friday 7 

December. 

 

Meetings of the four Bars – The Faculty of Advocates in Scotland, The Bar Council in 

England and Wales, The Bar of Ireland in the Irish Republic, and The Bar of Northern 

Ireland – take place twice a year, with the location circulating among the member bodies. 

 

In attendance were the Deans or Chairs of each Bar, together with their chief executives. As 

well as sharing information and experiences across the different jurisdictions, the four Bars 

forum addresses common and long standing policy concerns across all jurisdictions, 

particularly in relation to upholding the rule of law and access to justice. 
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